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Language Selection*
LangPref.
Touch here to take this interview in English............................. 1
Toque aquí para hacer esta entrevista en español.................. 2
BOX S1
IF LANGPREF=1, GO TO CONSENT1. ELSE GO TO SCONSENT1.
CONSENT1 IS ENGLISH CONSENT FOLLOWED BY ENGLISH
TUTORIAL AND AE0010. SCONSENT1 IS SPANISH CONSENT
FOLLOWED BY SPANISH TUTORIAL AND ASOO30.

AS0030.

¿Cuál de los siguientes lo describe a usted? Puede escoger más de una respuesta.
Mexicano(a), Mexicano(a)-americano(a), o Chicano(a) .......... 1
Puertorriqueño(a) ..................................................................... 2
Cubano(a) ................................................................................ 3
Otro .......................................................................................... 4

AS0040.

¿Cuál es su raza? Puede escoger más de una respuesta.
Blanca ...................................................................................... 1
Negra o Africana-Americana .................................................... 2
India Americana o Nativa de Alaska ........................................ 3
Asiática .................................................................................... 4
Nativa de Hawaii o de otras islas del Pacifico ......................... 5
Otro .......................................................................................... 6

BS0060.

¿Cuáles de las siguientes frases sobre esta institución✝ son verdaderas?
escoger más de una respuesta.

Puede

Es limpio................................................................................... 1
La comida es buena ................................................................ 2
Tiene un buen programa escolar ............................................. 3
Tiene un buen programa de recreación ................................... 4
CS0010.

¿Está usted aquí porque le dijeron que violó las condiciones de su libertad
vigilada o condicional (probation or parole)?
Sí.............................................................................................. 1
No ........................................................................................... 2

*
✝

Language Section data are not provided in the Public Use File as these were not used in any analyses.
Highlighted words are "hotwords" in the ACASI. They appear in yellow font. Touching them on the screen brings up a definition that is both
displayed on the screen and read by the pre-recorded interviewer's voice. The definition for this hotword is: “El lugar donde usted está viviendo
en este momento.”
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DS0010.

¿Ha usado usted alguna de las siguientes substancias ALGUNA VEZ?
escoger más de una respuesta.

Puede

Alcohol ..................................................................................... 1
Marihuana ............................................................................... 2
Hachís o hashish .................................................................... 3
Inhalantes ................................................................................ 4
Cocaína o Crack ...................................................................... 5
Ácido o LSD ............................................................................. 6
Crystal Meth ............................................................................. 7
Heroína .................................................................................... 8
Ecstacy o Éxtasis ..................................................................... 9
Otra droga ilegal .................................................................... 10
Nada de lo mencionado ......................................................... 95
GS0010.

Desde que llegó a esta institución, ¿ha estado asistiendo a la escuela?
Sí.............................................................................................. 1
No ........................................................................................... 2

HS0140.

Por favor indique cuáles de las siguientes declaraciones sobre esta institución son
verdaderas, en su opinión. Puede escoger más de una respuesta.
Los residentes son castigados aunque no hayan hecho
nada malo ................................................................................ 1
El personal utiliza fuerza cuando no es necesaria .................. 2
Se pueden resolver los problemas entre el personal
y los residentes ....................................................................... 3
Es posible que me pase algo malo si hago una queja............. 4
Normalmente merezco el castigo que recibo........................... 5
Los castigos que nos dan son justos ....................................... 6
El personal trata a los residentes justamente .......................... 7
Nada de lo mencionado ......................................................... 95

HS0180.

Desde que llegó a esta institución, ¿le ha hecho el personal de la institución
alguna de las siguientes cosas? Puede escoger más de una respuesta.
Lo(la) inmovilizaron .................................................................. 1
Le pusieron esposas ................................................................ 2
Le pusieron un cinturón con cadenas ...................................... 3
Lo(la) desnudaron para inspeccionarlo.................................... 4
Le rociaron con gas de pimienta .............................................. 5
Lo(la) amarraron en una silla ................................................... 6
Nada de lo mencionado ......................................................... 95

JS0040.

Durante el tiempo que usted lleva aquí, ¿le han robado su propiedad personal
mediante el uso de fuerza o amenazas?
Sí.............................................................................................. 1
No ........................................................................................... 2

JS0120.

Durante el tiempo que usted lleva aquí, ¿lo(la) han golpeado o lo(la) han
amenazado con golpearlo(la)?
Sí.............................................................................................. 1
No ........................................................................................... 2
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Counselor Screen (Display to ALL youth): Si a usted lo han abusado físicamente, le sugerimos que se
lo comunique a alguien en la institución o a un consejero fuera de la institución. Puede llamarlo al
número de teléfono 1-800 que aparece en el permiso de participación que le dieron al comienzo de esta
entrevista. Este consejero puede hablar con usted sobre situaciones como ésta para ayudarle a saber
cómo enfrentarlas.
JS0340.

Durante el tiempo que usted ha estado en esta institución, ¿qué tanto temor tiene
usted de que un miembro del personal lo(la) ataque físicamente?
No tengo temor ........................................................................ 1
Tengo cierto temor ................................................................... 2
Tengo mucho temor ................................................................. 3

SContEng.

Hemos llegado al final de las preguntas en español de la entrevista. ¿Puede seguir
haciendo esta entrevista en inglés?
Sí.............................................................................................. 1
No ........................................................................................... 2
BOX S2
IF SCONTENG=1, GO TO AE0010. ELSE GO TO SENDSCREEN.

SEndScreen (Display to ALL youth): Si alguna parte de esta entrevista lo ha puesto incómodo, puede
llamar a un número de teléfono 1-800 para hablar con un consejero. El número de teléfono aparece en el
permiso de participación que le dimos al principio de esta entrevista. En casa de que usted pida o
necesite llamar al consejero, esta institución le permitirá que hable en privado con el consejero. No
tendrá que dar su nombre ni el nombre de esta institución cuando usted llame. Muchas gracias por su
participación.
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A. Demographics
AE0010.

Are you male or female?
Male ........................................................ 1
Female .................................................... 2

AE0020.

Are you Spanish, Hispanic or Latino?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2

BOX A1
IF AE0020=1, GO TO AE0030. ELSE GO TO AE0040.

AE0030.

You said you are Spanish, Hispanic or Latino. Which of the following are you?
You may choose more than one answer.
Mexican, Mexican American or Chicano............. 1
Puerto Rican ....................................................... 2
Cuban ................................................................. 3
Other ................................................................... 4

AE0040.

What is your race? You may choose more than one answer.
White .............................................................
Black or African American............................ .
American Indian or Alaska Native ................
Asian .............................................................
Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander .....
Other .............................................................

1
2
3
4
5
6

BOX A2
IF AE0040=4, GO TO AE0050. ELSE GO TO AE0060.

AE0050.

You said you are Asian. Which of the following are you? You may choose more
than one answer.
Asian Indian ..........................................................
Chinese .................................................................
Filipino...................................................................
Japanese ..............................................................
Korean ..................................................................
Vietnamese ...........................................................
Other .....................................................................
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

*

AE0060.
and year.

For your present stay, when did you come to this facility✝ ? Please enter the month
____________ / ___________
Month
Year

Box A3
IF AE0060 IS SKIPPED, AND REASON IS “DON’T KNOW THE
ANSWER”, GO TO AE0070. ELSE GO TO AE0080.

AE0070.

*

Please make your best guess as to the month and year that you came here.
___________ / ___________
Month
Year

AE0080.

Who was responsible for taking care of you when you were growing up? You may
choose more than one answer.
Your Mother .......................................................... 1
Your Father ........................................................... 2
Step-parent ........................................................... 3
Foster Parent ........................................................ 4
Your Grandparents ............................................... 5
A sister or brother ................................................. 6
Other relatives ...................................................... 7
Your Friends ......................................................... 8
Group home .......................................................... 9
An Agency............................................................. 10
Other ..................................................................... 11

AE0090.

Do you have any children?
Yes ...................................................................... 1
No ....................................................................... 2

Box A4
IF AE0010=1 GO TO AE0100, IF AE0010=2 GO TO AE0110

*

✝

Data on these specific-date items are not provided in the public use file to ensure that no youth can be personally identified. These answers
were used to develop the variables that index youth's length of stay in the current facility: LOS_CUR and its derivatives.
Highlighted words are "hotwords" in the ACASI. They appear in yellow font. Touching them on the screen brings up a definition that is both
displayed on the screen and read by the pre-recorded interviewer's voice. The definition for this hotword is: "The place where you are staying
today."
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AE0100.

Is there a girl currently pregnant with your child?
Yes ........................................................................ 1 (GO TO Section B)
No ......................................................................... 2 (GO TO Section B)

AE0110.

Are you currently pregnant?
Yes ........................................................................ 1 (GO TO Section B)
No ......................................................................... 2 (GO TO Section B)
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B. Living Conditions and Calls to Family
Now I would like to talk to you about the living conditions in this facility✝.

BE0010.

Do any other residents sleep in the same room with you at night?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2 (GO TO BE0030)

BE0020.

How many other residents sleep in the same room with you at night? Please enter
the number of other residents.
______________ [ENTER NUMBER]

BE0030.

How much difficulty do you have falling asleep at night?
No problem falling asleep .......................
Sometimes difficult to fall asleep.............
Often difficult to fall asleep ......................
Always difficult to fall asleep ...................

BE0040.

What makes it difficult for you to sleep? You may choose more than one answer.
Noise .......................................................
Light ........................................................
Other residents .......................................
Own thoughts ..........................................
Fear.........................................................
Other .......................................................

BE0050.

1 (GO TO BE0050)
2
3
4

1
2
3
4
5
6

Since coming to this facility✝ , how many hours do you spend watching TV on a
typical weekday, that is Monday through Friday? Please round to the nearest
whole number.
______________ [Hours]

BE0060.

Which of the following are true about this facility✝ ? You may choose more than
one answer.
It’s clean…………………………… ..........
The food’s good ......................................
They have a good school program .........
They have a good recreational program .
None of the above...................................

✝

1
2
3
4
95

Highlighted words are "hotwords" in the ACASI. They appear in yellow font. Touching them on the screen brings up a definition that is both
displayed on the screen and read by the pre-recorded interviewer's voice. The definition for this hotword is: "The place where you are staying
today."
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BE0070.

Are any of the following things problems at this facility✝ ? You may choose more
than one answer.
Dirty bathrooms.......................................
Dirty sheets, towels, or clothes ...............
Bad smells ..............................................
Insects or bugs........................................
Rats or mice ............................................
None of the above...................................

BE0080.

1
2
3
4
5
95

Do you know what procedure to follow if there is a fire here?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2

BE0090.

Have you talked to your family on the telephone since you came to this facility✝ ?
Yes .......................................................... 1 (GO TO BE0100)
No ........................................................... 2 (GO TO BE0120)

BE0100.

During the last month, how often did you talk to your family on the telephone?
Never ......................................................
Less than once a week ...........................
Once a week ...........................................
Twice a week ..........................................
Three or more times a week ...................

BE0110.

1
2
3
4
5

When was the last time you talked to your family on the telephone?
Today or yesterday .................................
Within the last week ................................
Within the last 3 weeks ...........................
Within the last month .............................
More than one month ago .......................

1
2
3
4
5

BOX B1
GO TO BE0130

✝

Highlighted words are "hotwords" in the ACASI. They appear in yellow font. Touching them on the screen brings up a definition that is both
displayed on the screen and read by the pre-recorded interviewer's voice. The definition for this hotword is: "The place where you are staying
today."
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BE0120.

Why don’t you talk with your family on the telephone?
reasons why you don’t talk to your family.
This facility✝ doesn’t allow me to make or receive
telephone calls from family ........................................................
I don’t want to talk to my family ..................................................
My family doesn’t want to talk to me ..........................................
It would be a long distance call ..................................................
Something Else ..........................................................................

BE0130.

Please select all the

1
2
3
4
5

Have you visited with your family in person since you came to this facility✝ ?
Yes .......................................................... 1 (GO TO BE0140)
No ........................................................... 2 (GO TO BOX B2)

BOX B2
IF Length of Stay < 30 DAYS, GO TO BE0170. ELSE, GO TO BE0160

BE0140.

During the last month, how often did you visit in person with your family?
Never ...................................................... .. 1
Once in the last month ............................ .. 2
Two to three times in the last month ....... .. 3
Once a week ........................................... .. 4
Twice a week .......................................... .. 5
Three or more times a week ................... .. 6

BE0150.

When was the last time you visited in person with your family ?
Today or yesterday ................................
Within the last week ................................
Within the last 3 weeks ..........................
Within the last month ..............................
More than one month ago .......................

1
2
3
4
5

BOX B3
GO TO BE0170

✝

Highlighted words are "hotwords" in the ACASI. They appear in yellow font. Touching them on the screen brings up a definition that is both
displayed on the screen and read by the pre-recorded interviewer's voice. The definition for this hotword is: "The place where you are staying
today."
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BE0160.

Why don’t you visit with your family? You may choose more than one answer.
They don’t have transportation ................................................ 1
They live too far away .............................................................. 2
It would cost too much money ................................................. 3
The visiting hours are inconvenient for them ........................... 4
The facility doesn’t allow family visits....................................... 5
My family doesn’t want to visit me ........................................... 6
I don’t want to visit with my family ............................................ 7
Something Else ........................................................................ 8

BE0170.

How long (BE0130=2: would it, OR BE0130=1: does it) take your family to come
here to visit you?
Less than one hour .................................
Between one and two hours ...................
Between three and four hours.................
Over four hours .......................................

BE0180.

1
2
3
4

What is the main language spoken by the adults in your family?
English ....................................................
Spanish ...................................................
Chinese ...................................................
Vietnamese .............................................
Korean ....................................................
Other .......................................................
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1
2
3
4
5
6

C. Current Offense, Circumstances, and Sentence
Now I would like to ask you questions about why you are living in this place.

CE0010.

Are you here because you were told you violated the terms of your probation or
*
parole ?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2 (GO TO CE0090)

CE0020.

Were you on probation or parole*?
Probation................................................. 1
Parole...................................................... 2

CE0030.

Have you been convicted of anything as a result of violating your
*
*
(probation /parole )? To be convicted means a judge found you guilty or you pled
guilty.
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2

Now we are going to show you five different lists of crimes. Please read through each list and pick what
you were (convicted/accused) of doing that violated your (probation/parole). Please do not include what
you did to get put on (probation/parole).

FILL FOR INTRO TO CE0040 AND CE0040
"probation" = was on probation (C2=1)
"parole" = was on parole (C2=2).
“probation or parole” = (C2 = don’t know or refused)
Fill “convicted” if CE0030=1 (Yes)
Fill “accused” if CE0030=2 (No) or CE0030 = don’t know or refused.

*

Highlighted words are "hotwords" in the ACASI. They appear in yellow font. Touching them on the screen brings up a definition that is both
displayed on the screen and read by the pre-recorded interviewer's voice. The definition for this hotword is: "Living at home but having to
report to someone in the legal system."
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CE0040.

Here is the first list. Please pick what you were (convicted/accused) of doing, if
*
*
anything, that violated your (probation /parole ). You may choose more than one
answer.
Violating curfew.......................................................................... 1
Running away from home .......................................................... 2
Running away from a placement or facility ................................ 3
Skipping school without an excuse ............................................ 4
Using or having alcohol in your possession ............................... 5
Violating house arrest or electronic monitoring .......................... 6
None of the above...................................................................... 95

CE0050.

Here is the second list. Please pick (anything else/what) you were
*
*
(convicted/accused) of doing that violated your (probation /parole ). You may
choose more than one answer.
Selling drugs ............................................................................... . 1
Using or having an illegal drug in your possession ....................... 2
Testing positive for using drugs .................................................... 3
None of the above....................................................................... 95

FILL FOR CE0050
"probation" = was on probation (CE0020=1)
"parole" = was on parole (CE0020=2)
“probation or parole” = (CE0020 = don’t know or refused)
"Please pick anything else" = if picked any crimes in CE0040 (=1-5)
"Please pick what" = if did not pick any crimes in CE0040 (=95)
Fill “convicted” if CE0030=1 (Yes)
Fill “accused” if CE0030=2 (No) or CE0030 = don’t know or refused

CE0060.

Here is the third list. Please pick (anything else/what) you were
*
*
(convicted/accused) of doing that violated your (probation /parole ). You may
choose more than one answer.
Using force or threat to get money or things from someone, also known
as robbery………………………………………………………………………………
1
Attacking or hitting someone, also known as assault……………………………… 2
Having or trying to have sexual relations with someone against their will ...........
3
Killing someone....................................................................................................
4
Kidnapping someone ..........................................................................................
5
None of the above................................................................................................ 95

*

Highlighted words are "hotwords" in the ACASI. They appear in yellow font. Touching them on the screen brings up a definition that is both
displayed on the screen and read by the pre-recorded interviewer's voice. The definition for this hotword is: "Living at home but having to
report to someone in the legal system."
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FILL FOR CE0060
"probation" = was on probation (CE0020=1)
"parole" = was on parole (CE0020=2).
“probation or parole” = (CE0020 = don’t know or refused)
"Please pick anything else" = if picked any crimes in CE0040 (=1-5) or
CE0050(=1-3)
"Please pick what" = if did not pick any crimes in CE0040 (=95) or
CE0050(=95)
Fill “convicted” if CE0030=1 (Yes)
Fill “accused” if CE0030=2 (No) or CE0030 = don’t know or refused.

CE0070.

Here is the fourth list. Please pick (anything else/what) you were
*
*
(convicted/accused) of doing that violated your (probation /parole ). You may
choose more than one answer.
Stealing or trying to steal a car or other motor vehicle ........................................
1
Taking a car or other motor vehicle for a drive without the owner’s permission ..
2
Breaking into a locked building to steal something, also known as
burglary. ...............................................................................................................
3
Stealing or trying to steal money or things, also known as theft. .........................
4
Purposely setting fire to a house, building, car or other property ........................
5
Purposely damaging or destroying property that did not belong to you ..............
6
None of the above................................................................................................ 95

FILL FOR CE0070
"probation" = was on probation (CE0020=1)
"parole" = was on parole (CE0020=2).
“probation or parole” = (CE0020 = don’t know or refused)
"Please pick anything else" = if picked any crimes in CE0040 (=1-5) or
CE0050(=1-3) or CE0060(=1-5)
"Please pick what" = if did not pick any crimes in CE0040 (=95) or
CE0050(=95)
or CE0060(=95)
Fill “convicted” if CE0030=1 (Yes)
Fill “accused” if CE0030=2 (No) or CE0030 = don’t know or refused.

*

Highlighted words are "hotwords" in the ACASI. They appear in yellow font. Touching them on the screen brings up a definition that is both
displayed on the screen and read by the pre-recorded interviewer's voice. The definition for this hotword is: "Living at home but having to
report to someone in the legal system."
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CE0080.

Here is the last list. Please pick (anything else/what) you were (convicted/accused)
*
*
of doing that violated your (probation /parole ). You may choose more than one
answer.
Driving a car under the influence of alcohol or drugs...........................................
1
Being drunk in public............................................................................................
2
Carrying a weapon ...............................................................................................
3
Being paid for having sexual relations with someone ..........................................
4
Trespassing .........................................................................................................
5
Something else … ................................................................................................
6
None of the above................................................................................................ 95

FILL FOR CE0080
"probation" = was on probation (CE0020=1)
"parole" = was on parole (CE0020=2).
“probation or parole” = (CE0020 = don’t know or refused)
"Please pick anything else" = if picked any crimes in CE0040 (=1-5) or
CE0050(=1-3) or CE0060 (1-5) or CE0070(1-6)
"Please pick what" = if did not pick any crimes in CE0040 (=95) or
CE0050(=95)
or CE0060(=95) or CE0070(=95)
Fill “convicted” if CE0030=1 (Yes)
Fill “accused” if CE0030=2 (No) or CE0030 = don’t know or refused.

BOX C1
IF CE0080=6 and CE0040=95 and CE0050=95 and CE0060=95 and
CE0070=95, GO TO monitor 1 screen.
ELSE IF CE0080=6 and random assignment=1 (reflecting a 20%
sample of these respondents), GO TO monitor 1 screen. ELSE IF
CE0080=6 and random assignment=0, GO TO CE0160.
ELSE GO TO Box C2.

*

Highlighted words are "hotwords" in the ACASI. They appear in yellow font. Touching them on the screen brings up a definition that is both
displayed on the screen and read by the pre-recorded interviewer's voice. The definition for this hotword is: "Living at home but having to
report to someone in the legal system."
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Screens for “Monitor 1”
Screen 1
PLEASE RAISE YOUR HAND ASK THE MONITOR FOR ASSISTANCE
Screen 2
Enter Passcode (numeric keypad)
Screen 3
Respondent selected “something else.” Please select the appropriate crime.
GO TO:
CE0040
CE0160

BOX C2
IF CE0040=95 and CE0050=95 and CE0060=95 and CE0070=95 and
CE0080=95, GO TO monitor 2 screen
IF CE0040-CE0080 = don't know or refused, go to CE0300; ELSE GO
TO CE0160 intro

Screens for “Monitor 2”
Screen 1
PLEASE RAISE YOUR HAND ASK THE MONITOR FOR ASSISTANCE
Screen 2
Enter Passcode (numeric keypad)
Screen 3
Go to:
CE0040
CE0300

CE0090.

Were you convicted of the crime that led to your being placed here?
convicted means a judge found you guilty or you pled guilty to a crime.
Yes .......................................................... 1 (GO TO CE0110 Intro)
No ........................................................... 2 (GO TO CE0100)

CE0100.

Were you arrested for the crime that led to your being placed here?
Yes ........................................................ 1
No ......................................................... 2
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To be

Now we are going to show you five different lists of crimes. Please read through each list and pick what
you were (convicted of/arrested for/accused of) doing. Please only include the crime or crimes that led
*
directly to your being placed here.
FILL FOR CE0110 Intro and CE0110
“convicted of” : if guilty in CE0090 (=1)
“arrested for” : if arrested in CE0100(=1)
Else “accused of doing”

CE0110.

Here is the first list. Please pick what you were (convicted of/arrested for/accused
of) doing. Remember to tell us only about what led directly to your being placed
*
here. You may choose more than one answer.
Violating Curfew ...................................................................................................
1
Running away from home ....................................................................................
2
Skipping school without an excuse ......................................................................
3
Using or having alcohol in your possession .........................................................
4
None of the above................................................................................................ 95

CE0120.

Here is the second list. Please pick (anything else/what) you were (convicted
of/arrested for/accused of) doing. Remember to tell us only about what led directly
*
to your being placed here. You may choose more than one answer.
Selling drugs ........................................................................................................
1
Using or having an illegal drug in your possession ..............................................
2
None of the above................................................................................................ 95

FILL FOR CE0120
“convicted of” : if convicted in CE0090 (=1)
“arrested” : if arrested in CE0100(=1)
Else “accused of doing” :
"Please pick any other crimes" = if picked any crimes in CE0110 (1-4)
"Please pick the crime or crimes" = if did not pick any crimes in
CE0110 (=95)

*

Highlighted words are "hotwords" in the ACASI. They appear in yellow font. Touching them on the screen brings up a definition that is both
displayed on the screen and read by the pre-recorded interviewer's voice. The definition for this hotword is: "The things that got you into
trouble just before you were put here. It does not include the things you had on your record from before you had to come here."
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CE0130.

Here is the third list. Please pick (anything else/what) you were (convicted
of/arrested for/ accused of) doing. Remember to tell us only about what led
*
directly to your being placed here. You may choose more than one answer.
Using force or threat to get money or things from someone, also known
as robbery………………………………………………………………………………
1
Attacking or hitting someone, also known as assault……………………………..
2
Having or trying to have sexual relations with someone against their will ...........
3
Killing someone....................................................................................................
4
Kidnapping someone ..........................................................................................
5
None of the above................................................................................................ 95

FILL FOR CE0130
“convicted of” : if convicted in CE0090 (=1)
“arrested for” : if arrested in CE0100(=1)
Else “accused of doing” :
"Please pick anything else" = if picked any crimes in CE0110 (1-4) or
CE0120 (1-2)
"Please pick what" = if did not pick any crimes in CE0110 (=95) or
CE0120 (=95)

CE0140.

Here is the fourth list. Please pick (anything else/what) you were (convicted
of/arrested for/accused of) doing. Remember to tell us only about what led directly
*
to your being placed here. You may choose more than one answer.
Stealing or trying to steal a car or other motor vehicle ........................................
1
Taking a car or other motor vehicle for a drive without the owner’s permission ..
2
Breaking into a locked building to steal something, also known as
burglary. ...............................................................................................................
3
Stealing or trying to steal money or things, also known as theft. .........................
4
Purposely setting fire to a house, building, car or other property ........................
5
Purposely damaging or destroying property that did not belong to you ..............
6
None of the above................................................................................................ 95

FILL FOR CE0140
“convicted of” : if convicted in CE0090 (=1)
“arrested” : if arrested in CE0100(=1)
Else “accused of doing”:
"Please pick anything else" = if picked any crimes in CE0110 (1-4) or
CE0120 (1-2) or CE0130 (1-5)
"Please pick what" = if did not pick any crimes in CE0110 (=95) and
CE0120 (=95) or CE0130 (=95)

*

Highlighted words are "hotwords" in the ACASI. They appear in yellow font. Touching them on the screen brings up a definition that is both
displayed on the screen and read by the pre-recorded interviewer's voice. The definition for this hotword is: "The things that got you into
trouble just before you were put here. It does not include the things you had on your record from before you had to come here."
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CE0150.

Here is the last list. Please pick (anything else/what) you were (convicted
of/arrested for/accused of) doing. Remember to tell us only about what led directly
*
to your being placed here. You may choose more than one answer.
Driving a car under the influence of alcohol or drugs...........................................
1
Being drunk in public............................................................................................
2
Carrying a weapon ...............................................................................................
3
Being paid for having sexual relations with someone ..........................................
4
Trespassing .........................................................................................................
5
Something else… .................................................................................................
6
None of the above................................................................................................ 95

FILL FOR CE0150
“convicted of” : if convicted in CE0090 (=1)
“arrested” : if arrested in CE0100(=1)
Else “accused of doing” :
"Please pick any other crimes" = if picked any crimes in CE0110 (1-4)
CE0120 (=1-2) or in CE0130 (=1-5) or in CE0140(=1-6)
"Please pick the crime or crimes" = if did not pick any crimes in
CE0110
(=95) CE0120 (=95) and CE0130 (=95) and CE0140 (=95)

BOX C3
IF CE0150=6 and CE0110=95 and CE0120=95 and CE0130=95 and
CE0140=95, GO TO monitor 3 screen.
ELSE IF CE0150=6 and random assignment=1, GO TO monitor 3
screen, ELSE IF CE0150=6 and random assignment=0, GO TO
CE0160
ELSE GO TO Box C4

*

Highlighted words are "hotwords" in the ACASI. They appear in yellow font. Touching them on the screen brings up a definition that is both
displayed on the screen and read by the pre-recorded interviewer's voice. The definition for this hotword is: "The things that got you into
trouble just before you were put here. It does not include the things you had on your record from before you had to come here."
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Screens for “Monitor 3”
Screen 1
PLEASE RAISE YOUR HAND ASK THE MONITOR FOR ASSISTANCE
Screen 2
Enter Passcode (numeric keypad)
Screen 3
Respondent selected “something else.” Please select the appropriate crime.
GO TO:
CE0110
CE0160

BOX C4
IF CE0110=95 and CE0120 =95 and CE0130=95 and CE0140=95 and
CE0150=95, GO TO monitor 4 screen
IF CE0110-CE0150 = don't know or refused, GO TO CE0300

Screens for “Monitor 4”
Screen 1
PLEASE RAISE YOUR HAND ASK THE MONITOR FOR ASSISTANCE
Screen 2
Enter Passcode (numeric keypad)
Screen 3
Respondent selected None of the Above. Please select the appropriate crime.
Go to:
CE0110
CE0300
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Now I would like to ask you a few questions about the crime(s) you just described to me. Just to remind
you, this includes {display reported crimes}.

FILL FOR INTRO TEXT TO CE0160
List of crimes provided = repeat the crimes reported in:
CE0040 or CE0110
CE0050 or CE0120
CE0060 or CE0130
CE0070 or CE0140
CE0080 or CE0150

For crime(s) use:
"crime" = only one crime committed (SEE FILL TEXT FOR CE0160
INTRO)
"crimes" = more than one crime committed (SEE FILL
TEXT FOR CE0160 INTRO)

CE0160.

Were you (accused of being) under the influence of alcohol or drugs during (this
crime/any of these crimes)?
Yes .......................................................... 1 (SEE SKIP INSTRUCTION BELOW)
No ........................................................... 2 (GO TO CE0190)

SKIP INSTRUCTION FOR “YES” (CE0160=1):
Go to CE0180 if only one crime reported.

FILL FOR CE0160
"accused of being" = (CE0030=2 or CE0030=don’t know or refused)
or (CE0090=2
or CE0090=don’t know or refused)
"this crime" = only one crime reported
"any of these crimes" = more than one crime reported

CE0170.

Which of these crimes were you (accused of being) under the influence of drugs or
alcohol? You may choose more than one answer.
List crimes selected as alternatives
Put all alternatives on the same screen
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FILL FOR CE0170
"accused of being" = (CE0030=2 or CE0030=don’t know or refused)
or (CE0090=2 or CE0090=don’t know or refused)
List up to six crimes. If more than six crimes reported add “something
else you said you were (convicted of/accused of)” and repeat
question with list of next six crimes reported.

CE0180.

Which of the following were you (accused of being) under the influence of?
Alcohol .................................................... 1
Drugs ...................................................... 2
Both......................................................... 3

FILL FOR CE0180
"accused of being" = (CE0030=2 or CE0030=don’t know or refused)
or (CE0090=2 or CE0090=don’t know or refused)

CE0190.

(Did you commit/ Were you accused of committing) (this crime/any of these
crimes) with someone else?
Yes .......................................................... 1 (SEE SKIP INSTRUCTION BELOW)
No ........................................................... 2 (GO TO CE0210)

SKIP INSTRUCTION
Go TO CE0210 IF ONLY ONE CRIME REPORTED.
GO TO CE0200 IF MORE THAN ONE CRIME REPORTED.

FILL FOR CE0190
“Did you commit” = guilty indicated in CE0030=1 or CE0090=1
“Were you accused of committing” = CE0030=2 or CE0030=don’t
know or refused or CE0090=2 or CE0090=don’t know or refused
“this crime” = only one crime reported
“these crimes” = more than one crime reported

CE0200.

Which of these crimes (did you commit/were you accused of committing) with
someone else?
List crimes selected as alternatives introduction before CE0160.
Put all alternatives on the same screen
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FILL FOR CE0200
“did you commit” = CE0030=1 or CE0090=1
"were you accused of committing” = CE0030=2 or CE0030=don’t
know or refused or CE0090=2 or CE0090=don’t know or refused
List up to six crimes. If more than six crimes reported add “something
else you said you were (convicted of/accused of)” and repeat
question with list of next six crimes reported.

CE0210.

At the time you (committed/were accused of committing) (this crime/any of these
*
crimes) were you involved in a gang ?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2

FILL FOR CE0210
“committed” = CE0030=1 or CE0090=1
“were accused of committing” = CE0030=2 or CE0030=don’t know or
refused or CE0090=2 or CE0090=don’t know or refused
“this crime” = Only one crime reported.
“any of these crimes” = more than one crime reported

BOX C5
IF violent offense reported (CE0060=1-5 or CE0130=1-5), GO TO
CE0220.
ELSE GO TO CE0300

CE0220.

You said you were (convicted of/arrested for/accused of) [list violent offense(s)].
Were you accused of having a weapon during (this crime/any of these crimes)?
Yes .......................................................... 1 (SEE INSTRUCTION BELOW)
No ........................................................... 2 (GO TO CE0250)

SKIP INSTRUCTION FOR “YES” (CE0220=1):
Go to CE0240 if only one crime reported.

*

Highlighted words are "hotwords" in the ACASI. They appear in yellow font. Touching them on the screen brings up a definition that is both
displayed on the screen and read by the pre-recorded interviewer's voice. The definition for this hotword is: "Groups of people who stick
together in a neighborhood or in a facility that have their own leaders and rules."
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FILL FOR CE0220
"this crime" = only one crime reported
"any of these crimes" = more than one crime reported

CE0230.

During which of these crimes, were you accused of having a weapon? You may
choose more than one answer.
List crimes reported in CE0060 and CE0130.
Put all alternatives on the same screen

CE0240.

What kind of weapon were you accused of having? You may choose more than
one answer.
Handgun ....................................................................................
Rifle or shotgun ..........................................................................
Knife ...........................................................................................
Sharp object, other than a knife, like scissors or a pencil ..........
Blunt object, like a rock or club ..................................................
Military-type weapon ..................................................................
Other type of weapon.................................................................

CE0250.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

You said you were (convicted of/arrested for/accused of) [list violent offense(s)].
Did you know any of the victims of (this crime/any of these crimes)?
Yes .......................................................... 1 (GO TO CE0260)
No ........................................................... 2 (GO TO Box C6)
FILL FOR CE0250
“convicted of” : if convicted in CE0090 (=1)
“arrested” : if arrested in CE0100(=1)
Else “accused of doing” :
"this crime" = only one violent crime reported
"any of these crimes” = more than one violent crime reported

CE0260.

How did you know the victim(s)? You may choose more than one answer.
Your parent ........................................................................ 1
Step-parent ........................................................................ 2
Foster parent...................................................................... 3
Your Grandparent .............................................................. 4
Brother, stepbrother, sister or stepsister ............................ 5
Other relative ..................................................................... 6
Friend or ex-friend.............................................................. 7
Boyfriend, ex-boyfriend, girlfriend or ex-girlfriend .............. 8
Teacher .............................................................................. 9
Student at school ............................................................... 10
Someone else .................................................................... 11
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BOXC6
IF CE0060=4 or CE0130=4 (murder), and no other violent
offenses reported, GO TO CE0300. ELSE GO TO CE0270.
CE0270.

You said you were (convicted of/arrested for/accused of) [list violent offense(s)].
Were you accused of injuring another person during (any of these crimes/ this
crime)?
Yes .......................................................... 1 (SEE SKIP INSTRUCTIONS BELOW)
No ........................................................... 2 (GO TO CE0300)

SKIP INSTRUCTION FOR “YES” (CE0270=1):
Go to CE0290 if only one crime reported.

FILL FOR CE0270
"this crime" = only one crime reported
"any of these crimes" = more than one crime reported

CE0280.

During which of these crimes were you accused of injuring another person? You
may choose more than one answer.
List crimes reported in CE0060 and CE0130.
Put all alternatives on the same screen

FILL FOR CE0280
“did you injure” = probationer (C1=1) or guilty (CE0090=1)
"were you accused of injuring” = not guilty (CE0090=2)

CE0290.

How many other persons were injured? Please enter a number.
____________

CE0300.

Were you in another facility right before you came here?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2 (GO TO CE0330)
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CE0310.

What kind of facility were you living in? You may choose more than one answer.
Detention Center .................................................................................... 1
Juvenile Correctional Facility .................................................................. 2
Jail........................................................................................................... 3
Shelter or Halfway House ....................................................................... 4
Reception/Diagnostic Center .................................................................. 5
Substance Abuse Treatment Center or Residential Treatment Center .. 6
Boot Camp, Ranch, or Forestry Camp.................................................... 7
Group Home, Foster Home, or Independent Living Program ................. 8
None of the above................................................................................... 95

CE0320.

*

When were you first taken into custody (for the crime(s) that led to your stay
here/for your present stay)? Please enter the month and year.
____________ / ___________
Month
Year

FILL FOR CE0320
If crime reported in CE0040-CE0080 or CE0110-CE0150 “for the
crime(s) that led to your stay here”
Else “for your present stay”
“crime” = Only one crime reported.
“crimes” = more than one crime reported

CE0330.

*

At the time you were (first taken into custody for the crime(s) that led to your stay
here/taken into custody for your present stay) who were you living with? You may
choose more than one answer.
Your Mother ....................................................................... . 1
Your Father ........................................................................ . 2
Step-parent ........................................................................ 3
Foster parent...................................................................... 4
Your Grandparents ............................................................ 5
Your sister or brother ......................................................... 6
Other relatives.................................................................... 7
Your Friends ...................................................................... 8
Boyfriend or Girlfriend ........................................................ 9
Group home ....................................................................... 10
I was living by myself ......................................................... 11
I was homeless .................................................................. 12
Other .................................................................................. 13

*

Highlighted words are "hotwords" in the ACASI. They appear in yellow font. Touching them on the screen brings up a definition that is both
displayed on the screen and read by the pre-recorded interviewer's voice. The definition for this hotword is: "Being held by the legal system so
that you are not free to live at home."
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FILL FOR CE0330 and CE0340 and CE0350
If crime reported in CE0040-CE0080 or CE0110-CE0150 “were you
first taken into
custody for the crime(s) that led to your stay here”
Else “taken into custody for your present stay”

CE0340.

*

At the time you were (first taken into custody for the crime(s)that led to your stay
here/taken into custody for your present stay) were you helping to take care of
others, such as younger family members or grandparents?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2

FILL FOR CE0340
If crime reported in CE0040-CE0080 or CE0110-CE0150 “first taken
into custody for the
crime(s) that led to your stay here”
Else “taken into custody for your present stay”

CE0350.

*

At the time you were (first taken into custody for the crime(s) that led to your stay
here/ taken into custody for your present stay) were you enrolled in school?
Yes .......................................................... 1 (GO TO CE0370)
No ........................................................... 2

FILL FOR CE0350
If crime reported in CE0040-CE0080 or CE0110-CE0150 “first taken into custody for the
crime(s) that led
to your stay here”
Else “taken into custody for your present stay”

*

Highlighted words are "hotwords" in the ACASI. They appear in yellow font. Touching them on the screen brings up a definition that is both
displayed on the screen and read by the pre-recorded interviewer's voice. The definition for this hotword is: "Being held by the legal system so
that you are not free to live at home."
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CE0360.

Why weren’t you enrolled in school? You may choose more than one answer.
I dropped out of school .............................. 1
I graduated from school ............................. 2
I earned a GED✝ certificate ........................ 3
School was not in session.......................... 4
I was expelled ............................................ 5

CE0380.

*

During the year before you (were first taken into custody for the crime(s)that led to
your stay here/were taken into custody for your present stay) did you ever do any
of the following? You may choose more than one answer.
Win an award ............................................. 1
Participate in sports or clubs ...................... 2
Get good grades ........................................ 3
Skip classes ............................................... 4
Repeat a grade .......................................... 5
Get suspended .......................................... 6
Get expelled ............................................... 7
None of the above...................................... 8

FILL FOR CE0380
If crime reported in CE0040-CE0080 or CE0110-CE0150 “were you
first taken into
custody for the crime(s) that led to your stay here”
Else “were taken into custody for your present stay”

CE0390.

Have you been told when you will be released?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2

CE0400.

When do you expect to be released? Please enter the month and year.
_________ (Month)/_________(Year)

CE0410.

What have you been told will happen when you leave here?
I will be released with no court supervision.............................. 1
*
I will be placed on probation or parole .................................... 2
I will be placed in another facility ............................................. 3
I haven’t been told.................................................................... 4

✝

*

The definition for this hotword is: "A diploma similar to a high school diploma. You get it by passing a test on high school work. Usually
people take this test because they dropped out of school and didn’t graduate.”
Highlighted words are "hotwords" in the ACASI. They appear in yellow font. Touching them on the screen brings up a definition that is both
displayed on the screen and read by the pre-recorded interviewer's voice. The definition for this hotword is: "Living at home but having to
report to someone in the legal system."
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BOX C8
IF CE0410=3, GO TO CE0420. ELSE GO TO CE0430.

CE0420.

What kind of facility have you been told you will go to after you leave here?
Detention Center ....................................................................... 1
Juvenile Correctional Facility ..................................................... 2
Adult prison or jail ...................................................................... 3
Shelter or Halfway House .......................................................... 4
Reception/Diagnostic Center ..................................................... 5
Substance Abuse Treatment or Residential Treatment Center . 6
Boot camp, Ranch or Forestry Camp ........................................ 7
Group Home, Foster Home or Independent Living Program ..... 8
None of the above...................................................................... 95

CE0430.

What will be expected of you after you are released? You may choose more than
one answer.
To go to counseling✝ ..................................................................
To report to a probation or parole officer ...................................
To work at least part time...........................................................
To attend school regularly..........................................................
To pay money for the damages I’ve caused ..............................
To take drug tests ......................................................................
Something else ..........................................................................
I don’t know what will be expected of me...................................

✝

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

The definition for this hotword is: "Talking to someone who had special training to help you deal with problems."
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D. Substance Use and Treatment
This next section asks about your use of alcohol and drugs.

DE0010.

Have you EVER used any of the following substances? You may choose more
than one answer.
Alcohol ....................................................
Marijuana ................................................
Hashish ...................................................
Inhalants .................................................
Cocaine or Crack ....................................
Acid or LSD .............................................
Crystal Meth ............................................
Heroin .....................................................
Ecstasy ...................................................
Other illegal drugs ...................................
None of the above...................................

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
95

BOX D1
IF NO ALCOHOL OR DRUG USE, GO TO SECTION E.

Next we want to go over a list of common problems related to alcohol or drug use. After hearing each of
the following statements, tell us if you have had this problem in the few months before you were (put in
*
this facility✝ /taken into custody ).

FILL for Intro and DE0020 through DE0080
If CE0300=1 fill “taken into custody”
Else fill “put in this facility”

DE0020.

*

In the few months before you were (put in this facility✝ /taken into custody ) was
using alcohol or drugs keeping you from meeting your responsibilities at school,
home, or work?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2

✝

*

Highlighted words are "hotwords" in the ACASI. They appear in yellow font. Touching them on the screen brings up a definition that is both
displayed on the screen and read by the pre-recorded interviewer's voice. The definition for this hotword is: "The place where you are staying
today."
The definition for this hotword is: "Being held by the legal system so that you are not free to live at home."
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BOX D1a
IF DE0010=1, GO TO DE0030. ELSE GO TO DE0040.
*

DE0030.

In the few months before you were (put in this facility✝ /taken into custody ) did your
parents or friends think you drank too much?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2

DE0040.

In the few months before you were (put in this facility✝ /taken into custody ) did you
get in trouble when you were high or had been drinking?

*

Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2

DE0050.

*

In the few months before you were (put in this facility✝ /taken into custody ) did you
use alcohol and drugs at the same time?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2

DE0060.

*

In the few months before you were (put in this facility✝ /taken into custody ) had you
been so drunk or high that you couldn’t remember what happened?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2

BOX D2
IF DE0010=1, GO TO DE0070. ELSE GO TO BOX D3.

DE0070.

*

In the few months before you were (put in this facility✝ /taken into custody ), about
how often were you drunk or very high from drinking alcoholic beverages?
Never ......................................................
About once a month ...............................
About once a week ................................
Several times a week ............................
Everyday ................................................

1
2
3
4
5

BOX D3
IF DE0010=2 through 10, GO TO DE0080. ELSE GO TO DE0090.

✝

*

Highlighted words are "hotwords" in the ACASI. They appear in yellow font. Touching them on the screen brings up a definition that is both
displayed on the screen and read by the pre-recorded interviewer's voice. The definition for this hotword is: "The place where you are staying
today."
The definition for this hotword is: "Being held by the legal system so that you are not free to live at home."
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DE0080.

*

In the few months before you were (put in this facility✝ /taken into custody ), about
how often did you use (fill drugs reported in DE0010)?
Never ......................................................
About once a month ................................
About once a week .................................
Several times a week .............................
Everyday ................................................

DE0090.

1
2
3
4
5

Now think about since you’ve been in this facility.✝ Since coming to this facility,✝
**
have you received counseling to help you stop using drugs or alcohol?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2 (GO TO SECTION E)

DE0100.

(During the last month/Since you’ve been in this facility✝ ), how often did you
**
receive counseling about your use of drugs or alcohol?
Never .........................................................................................
Less than once a week ..............................................................
Once a week ..............................................................................
Twice a week .............................................................................
Three or more times a week ......................................................

1
2
3
4
5

FILL FOR DE0100
If Length of Stay > 30 days, fill “Since you’ve been in this facility”
Else fill “During the last month”

DE0110.

**

When you received counseling to help you stop using alcohol or drugs, what kind
of counseling was it? You may choose more than one answer.
Just you and the counselor ........................................
Yourself and other youths with a counselor ...............
Yourself and your family with a counselor .................
Other ..........................................................................

DE0120.

In general, how helpful was the counseling
or drugs?

**

1
2
3
4

to help you stop your use of alcohol

Very helpful ............................................. 1
Somewhat helpful ................................... 2
Not very helpful ....................................... 3

✝

*

Highlighted words are "hotwords" in the ACASI. They appear in yellow font. Touching them on the screen brings up a definition that is both
displayed on the screen and read by the pre-recorded interviewer's voice. The definition for this hotword is: "The place where you are staying
today."
The definition for this hotword is: "Being held by the legal system so that you are not free to live at home."

**

The definition for this hotword is "Talking to someone who has had special training to help you deal with alcohol and drug problems."
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DE0130.

**

When did you last receive counseling about your use of drugs or alcohol?
Today or yesterday ................................
Within the last week ................................
Within the last three weeks .....................
Within the last month .............................
More than one month ago .......................

**

1
2
3
4
5

The definition for this hotword is "Talking to someone who has had special training to help you deal with alcohol and drug problems."
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E. Emotional Problems and Treatment
Now I’d like to ask you some questions about things that sometimes happen to people. For each
question please press YES or NO to answer whether that question has been true for you IN THE PAST
FEW MONTHS.
YES

NO

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

1

2

1
1
1

2
2
2

1
1

2
2

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

In the past few months have you...
EE0010. had a hard time paying attention at school or work?
EE0020. had a hard time staying organized or getting everything done?
EE0030. been unable to stay in a seat or where you were supposed to stay?
EE0040. lost your temper easily, or had a “short fuse?”
EE0050. had nervous or worried feelings kept you from doing things you
want to do?

In the past few months have you…
EE0060. been easily upset?
EE0070. seen things other people say are not really there?
*
EE0080. wished you were dead?
EE0090. had nightmares that are bad enough to make you afraid to go
to sleep?
*
EE0100. felt like life was not worth living?
∗

In the past few months have you…
EE0110. felt lonely too much of the time?
*
EE0120. felt like hurting yourself?
EE0130. heard voices other people can’t hear?
*
EE0140. felt like killing yourself?
EE0150. felt that you don’t have fun with your friends anymore?

In the past few months have you…
EE0160. felt angry a lot?
1
EE0170. hurt or broken something on purpose, just because you
were mad?
1
EE0180. had a lot of bad thoughts or dreams about a bad or scary event that
happened to you?
1

Have you EVER in your whole life…
EE0190. had something very bad or terrifying happen to you?
*
EE0200. tried to kill yourself?
EE0210. seen someone severely injured or killed (in person-not in the
movies or on TV)?

*

2
2
2

1
1

2
2

1

2

Shaded items denote a sensitive question. These items are omitted for youth in those facilities that did not approve the administration of
sensitive questions. The public use file classifies their response as inapplicable.

∗
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**

These next questions ask about whether you’ve received counseling at this facility✝ to help you deal with
any of (these/your) feelings or emotions. By counseling we mean talking to someone who has had
special training to help you deal with mental and emotional problems.

FILL FOR Intro, EE0220, EE0230
"these" = Any “yes” in EE0010-EE0210
"your" = All “no” in EE0010-EE0210

EE0220.

Since you’ve been in this facility,✝ have you received counseling
with any of (these/your) feelings and emotions?

**

to help you deal

Yes .......................................................... 1 (GO TO EE0240)
No ........................................................... 2

EE0230.

Why didn’t you talk to a counselor about (these/your) feelings and emotions? You
may choose more than one answer.
I’m not comfortable talking about my feelings ............................
This facility✝ doesn’t provide counseling ....................................
I didn’t know how to arrange to talk with a counselor ................
The problem wasn’t that serious ................................................
The problem hasn’t bothered me since I came to this facility✝ ...
I don’t like the counselors here ..................................................
I don’t trust the counselors here.................................................
I don’t need to talk to a counselor ..............................................

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

BOX E1
If EE0220=2, GO TO Section F

EE0240.

(During the last month/Since you’ve been in this facility✝ ), how often did you
**
receive counseling about your feelings and emotions?
Never .........................................................................................
Less than once a week ..............................................................
Once a week ..............................................................................
Twice a week .............................................................................
Three or more times a week ......................................................

**

1
2
3
4
5

Highlighted words are "hotwords" in the ACASI. They appear in yellow font. Touching them on the screen brings up a definition that is both
displayed on the screen and read by the pre-recorded interviewer's voice. The definition for this hotword is "Talking to someone who has had
special training to help you deal with mental and emotional problems."

✝

The definition for this hotword is: "The place where you are staying today."
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FILL FOR EE0240
IF Length of Stay < 30 days, fill “Since you’ve been in this facility."
Else fill “During the last month”

EE0250.

**

When you received counseling about your feelings and emotions, what kind of
counseling was it? You may choose more than one answer.
Just you and the counselor ........................................................
Yourself and other youths with a counselor ...............................
Yourself and your family with a counselor .................................
Other ..........................................................................................

EE0260.

In general, how helpful was the counseling

**

1
2
3
4

about your feelings and emotions?

Very helpful ............................................. 1
Somewhat helpful ................................... 2
Not very helpful ....................................... 3
EE0270.

When did you last receive counseling

**

Today or yesterday ................................
Within the last week ................................
Within the last three weeks .....................
Within the last month .............................
More than one month ago .......................

**

about any of your feelings and emotions?
1
2
3
4
5

Highlighted words are "hotwords" in the ACASI. They appear in yellow font. Touching them on the screen brings up a definition that is both
displayed on the screen and read by the pre-recorded interviewer's voice. The definition for this hotword is "Talking to someone who has had
special training to help you deal with mental and emotional problems."
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F. Medical Service Needs and Utilization
The next questions ask about medical services in this facility.✝
FE0010.

Since you’ve been in this facility,✝ have you ever needed medical care for the
following conditions? You may choose more than one answer.
Illness ......................................................................................... 1
Injury .......................................................................................... 2
Eyes, teeth or hearing ................................................................ 3
Other physical needs ................................................................. 4
None of the above...................................................................... 95

BOX F1
IF FE0010=95, GO TO FE0040

FE0020.

You indicated that you needed medical care for {Insert answer from FE0010}. Did
you receive that care?
Yes .............................................................................................
No ..............................................................................................

1
2

BOX F2
Repeat FE0020 for each answer given in FE0010

BOX F3
IF FE0020=1 for all iterations, GO TO FE0040

✝

Highlighted words are "hotwords" in the ACASI. They appear in yellow font. Touching them on the screen brings up a definition that is both
displayed on the screen and read by the pre-recorded interviewer's voice. The definition for this hotword is: "The place where you are staying
today."
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FE0030.

You indicated that you needed, but did not receive medical care for [INSERT]. Why
didn’t you receive medical care for this problem? You may choose more than one
answer.
I didn’t want to ask for help ........................................................
I don’t like to go to the doctor .....................................................
I didn’t know that I could ask for a doctor...................................
I asked for help but never received it .........................................
Other reasons ............................................................................

1
2
3
4
5

FILL FOR FE0030
INSERT = create an insert for each condition in FE0010 that is
reported (FE0010=1) with no medical care (FE0020=2).

BOX F4
REPEAT FE0030 FOR EACH ANSWER SELECTION IN FE0020

FE0040.

Do you take any medication on a regular basis?
Yes ............................................................................................. 1 (GO TO FE0050)
No .............................................................................................. 2 (GO TO Section G)

FE0050.

What do you take the medication for? You may choose more than one answer.
A physical illness or condition ....................................................
Mental or emotional problems....................................................
Something else ..........................................................................
I don’t know ................................................................................
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1
2
3
4

G. Educational Needs and Services
Now I’d like to briefly ask you about your education.
GE0010.

Since coming to this facility,✝ have you been attending school?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2 (GO TO GE0025)

GE0020.

What grade are you in? Touch the screen to enter the number of the grade.
__________

GE0025

What was the last grade you were in? Touch the screen to enter the number of the grade.
__________ (GO TO BOX G1)

GE0030.

Since you have been in this facility,✝ how many hours per day do you normally
spend in school?
Two hours or less....................................
Three hours.............................................
Four hours...............................................
Five hours ...............................................
Six hours or more....................................

1
2
3
4
5

BOX G1
IF AGE<16, GO TO GE0050

GE0040.

Since coming to this facility,✝ have you graduated from high school or received
*
your GED certificate?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2

✝

*

Highlighted words are "hotwords" in the ACASI. They appear in yellow font. Touching them on the screen brings up a definition that is both
displayed on the screen and read by the pre-recorded interviewer's voice. The definition for this hotword is: "The place where you are staying
today."
The definition for this hotword is: "A diploma similar to a high school diploma. You get it by passing a test on high school work. Usually
people take this test because they dropped out of school and didn’t graduate.”
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GE0050.

Please indicate if you have had any of these educational programs while you have
been in this facility✝ ? You may choose more than one answer.
Special education ...........................
*
GED preparation ............................
GED testing ....................................
College coursework ........................
Job training .....................................
None of the above ..........................

GE0060.

1
2
3
4
5
95

Has an expert, such as a doctor or a school counselor, ever told you that you have
a learning disability?
Yes .................................................. 1
No ................................................... 2

✝

*

Highlighted words are "hotwords" in the ACASI. They appear in yellow font. Touching them on the screen brings up a definition that is both
displayed on the screen and read by the pre-recorded interviewer's voice. The definition for this hotword is: "The place where you are staying
today."
The definition for this hotword is: "A diploma similar to a high school diploma. You get it by passing a test on high school work. Usually
people take this test because they dropped out of school and didn’t graduate.”
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H. Rules and Treatment by Staff
Now I’d like to ask you about the rules and the staff at this facility.✝

HE0010.

When you came to this facility,✝ did a staff member give you a written copy of the
facility rules?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2

HE0020.

Do you understand the facility rules?
Yes .......................................................... 1 (GO TO HE0050)
No ........................................................... 2

BOX H1
IF HE0010=1, GO TO HE0030. ELSE GO TO HE0040

HE0030.

Why don’t you understand the facility rules?
answer.

You may choose more than one

The rules are hard to read .........................................................
The rules are confusing .............................................................
They keep changing the rules ....................................................
No one ever explained the rules to me ......................................
Other ..........................................................................................

HE0040.

Why don’t you understand the facility rules?
answer.

You may choose more than one

The rules are confusing .............................................................
They keep changing the rules ....................................................
No one ever explained the rules to me ......................................
Other ..........................................................................................

✝

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4

Highlighted words are "hotwords" in the ACASI. They appear in yellow font. Touching them on the screen brings up a definition that is both
displayed on the screen and read by the pre-recorded interviewer's voice. The definition for this hotword is: "The place where you are staying
today."
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HE0050.

Are the rules applied to all residents in the facility in the same way?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2

HE0060.

Do you know how to file a complaint if you are being mistreated?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2

HE0070.

Do you know how to find care for your physical health needs?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2

HE0080.

Do you know how to find a staff member to talk to if you are upset?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2

HE0090

Do you know how to find help if someone assaults or threatens you?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2

HE0100.

Do you have a lawyer?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2

HE0110.

Since you came to this facility,✝ have you asked to see, call, or write to (your/a)
lawyer?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2 (GO TO HE0130)

FILL FOR HE0110
"your" : if HE0100=1
"a" : HE0100=2

✝

Highlighted words are "hotwords" in the ACASI. They appear in yellow font. Touching them on the screen brings up a definition that is both
displayed on the screen and read by the pre-recorded interviewer's voice. The definition for this hotword is: "The place where you are staying
today."
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HE0120.

Since you have been here, have you been allowed to see, call, or write to ( your/a)
lawyer?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2

FILL FOR HE0120
"your" : if HE0100=1
"a" : HE0100=2

HE0130.

In general, how would you describe the staff in this facility✝ ? You may choose
more than one answer.
The staff are good role models .................................................. 1
The staff are friendly .................................................................. 2
The staff seem to genuinely care about you .............................. 3
The staff are helpful ................................................................... 4
The staff are disrespectful.......................................................... 5
The staff are hard to get along with ........................................... 6
The staff are mean ..................................................................... 7
The staff are fun to be with ........................................................ 8
None of the above...................................................................... 95

HE0140.

Please indicate which of the following statements you think are true about this
facility.✝ You may choose more than one answer.
Residents are punished even when they don’t
do anything wrong.................................................................... 1
Staff use force when they don’t really need to ......................... 2
Problems between staff and residents can be worked out ...... 3
Something bad might happen to me if I file a grievance .......... 4
I usually deserve any punishment that I receive ...................... 5
Punishments given are fair ...................................................... 6
Staff treats residents fairly ....................................................... 7
None of the above.................................................................. 95

✝

Highlighted words are "hotwords" in the ACASI. They appear in yellow font. Touching them on the screen brings up a definition that is both
displayed on the screen and read by the pre-recorded interviewer's voice. The definition for this hotword is: "The place where you are staying
today."
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HE0150.

Please indicate which of the following methods of discipline, if any, you have
experienced since coming to this facility✝ ? You may choose more than one answer.
Special privileges, like watching TV, have been taken away .....
Forced to do physical exercise ..................................................
Given extra work or chores ........................................................
Group punishment .....................................................................
Solitary confinement, or being locked up alone .........................
Confinement to own room ..........................................................
Moved to different location within facility....................................
Other type of discipline ..............................................................
I haven't been disciplined ...........................................................

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

BOX H2
IF HE0150=5 or HE0150=6, GO TO HE0160; ELSE GO TO HE0180.

HE0160.

Since you have been in this facility,✝ what was the longest time you were locked up
alone, without being allowed to have contact with other youth who live here?
One day or less ..........................................................................
More than one day, but less than one month.............................
One month or more ....................................................................

HE0170.

1
2
3

How many (hours/days/months) were you were locked up alone, without being
allowed to have contact with other youth who live here? Please enter the number
of (hours/days/months).
__________ number of (hours/days/months)

FILL FOR HE0170
If HE0160=1 “hours”
If HE0160=2 “days”
If HE0160=3 “months”

✝

Highlighted words are "hotwords" in the ACASI. They appear in yellow font. Touching them on the screen brings up a definition that is both
displayed on the screen and read by the pre-recorded interviewer's voice. The definition for this hotword is: "The place where you are staying
today."
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HE0180.

Since coming to this facility,✝ have the facility staff done any of the following to
you? You may choose more than one answer.
Held you down ........................................... 1
Put you in handcuffs or wristlets ................ 2
Put you in a security belt or chains……… . 3
Strip searched you ………………………… 4
Sprayed you with pepper spray………… .. 5
Put you in a restraint chair………………… 6
None of the above.................................... 95

HE0190.

(Besides the medication that you take regularly, have/Have) you ever been given
medication to calm you down at this facility✝ ?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No…………………………………………… 2

FILL FOR HE0190
IF FE0040=1, then fill “Besides the medication that you
take regularly”

✝

Highlighted words are "hotwords" in the ACASI. They appear in yellow font. Touching them on the screen brings up a definition that is both
displayed on the screen and read by the pre-recorded interviewer's voice. The definition for this hotword is: "The place where you are staying
today."
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I. Security
Now I’d like to ask you about the security in this facility.✝
IE0010.

Have you ever left this facility✝ without permission?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2

IE0020.

Have you been offered any of the following items since you came to this facility✝ ?
You may choose more than one answer.
Guns or knives ........................................
Alcohol ....................................................
Marijuana ................................................
Other illegal drugs ...................................
None of the above...................................

1
2
3
4
95

BOX I1
IF IE0020=95, GO TO SECTION J

IE0030.

Who offered these to you? You may choose more than one answer.
Another resident......................................
Someone from outside of the facility .......
A staff member........................................
Other .......................................................

✝

1
2
3
4

Highlighted words are "hotwords" in the ACASI. They appear in yellow font. Touching them on the screen brings up a definition that is both
displayed on the screen and read by the pre-recorded interviewer's voice. The definition for this hotword is: "The place where you are staying
today."
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J: Victimization
Now I would like to ask you about your personal safety. First, I'd like to ask you about what has
happened to you since you have been in this facility.✝ Please think about when you are actually in the
facility, not when you are temporarily out for court, going to school, or any other reason.

JE0010.

Since you have been here, have you had personal property stolen when you
weren’t around to protect it?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2 (GO TO JE0040)

JE0020.

How many times has this happened? Please enter a number.
__________ [ENTER NUMBER]

JE0030.

Who did this to you? (Choose all that apply)
Another resident that I know ...................
Another resident that I do not know ........
A staff member of the facility...................
Someone else .........................................
I don't know who did it .............................

JE0040.

1
2
3
4
5

Since you have been here, have you had personal property stolen directly by force
or by threat?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2 (GO TO JE0120)

JE0050.

How many times has this happened? Please enter a number.
__________ [ENTER NUMBER]

JE0060.

Who did this to you? You may choose more than one answer.
Another resident that I know ...................
Another resident that I do not know ........
A staff member of the facility...................
Someone else .........................................
I don't know who did it .............................

✝

1
2
3
4
5

Highlighted words are "hotwords" in the ACASI. They appear in yellow font. Touching them on the screen brings up a definition that is both
displayed on the screen and read by the pre-recorded interviewer's voice. The definition for this hotword is: "The place where you are staying
today."
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JE0070.

Was a weapon used to force or threaten you?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2 (GO TO JE0090)

JE0080.

What kind of weapon was involved in [this incident/ these incidents]? You may
choose more than one answer.
Blunt object, like a rock or club .................................................
Knife ...........................................................................................
Sharp object, other than a knife, like scissors or a pencil ..........
Gun ............................................................................................
Something else ..........................................................................

JE0090.

1
2
3
4
5

Were you injured as a result of [this incident/any of these incidents]?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2 (GO TO JE0120)

FILL FOR JE0090
"this incident" = only one incident (JE0050=1)
"any of these incidents" = More than one incident (JE0050>1) or
JE0050=don’t know or refused

JE0100.

What types of injuries did you suffer from [this incident/any of these incidents]?
You may choose more than one answer.
Bruises, black eye, cuts, scratches, swelling, chipped teeth .....
Knocked unconscious ................................................................
Concussion ................................................................................
Internal injuries...........................................................................
Broken bones or teeth knocked out ...........................................
Gun shot, bullet wounds ............................................................
Knife or stab wounds .................................................................
Other ..........................................................................................

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

FILL FOR JE0100
"this incident" = only one incident (JE0050=1)
"any of these incidents" = More than one incident (JE0050>1) or
JE0050=don’t know or refused

JE0110.

Did you receive medical care as a result of any of these injuries?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2
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JE0120.

Since you have been here, have you been beaten up or threatened with being
beaten up?

*

Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2 (GO TO JE0220)

JE0130.

How many times has this happened? Please enter a number.*
__________ [ENTER NUMBER]

JE0140.

Who did this to you? You may choose more than one answer.*
Another resident that I know ...................
Another resident that I do not know ........
A staff member of the facility...................
Someone else .........................................

JE0150.

1
2
3
4

Was a weapon used to force or threaten you?*
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2 (GO TO JE0170)

JE0160.

What kind of weapon was involved in [this incident/these incidents]? You may
choose more than one answer.

*

Blunt object, like a rock or club ..................................................
Knife ...........................................................................................
Sharp object, other than a knife, like scissors or a pencil ..........
Gun ............................................................................................
Something else ..........................................................................

JE0170.

1
2
3
4
5

Were you injured as a result of [this incident/any of these incidents]?*
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2 (GO TO JE0200)

FILL FOR JE0160 and JE0170
"this incident" = only one incident (JE0130=1)
"any of these incidents" = More than one incident (JE0130>1) or
JE0130=don’t know or refused

*

Shaded items denote a sensitive question. These items are omitted for youth in those facilities that did not approve the administration of
sensitive questions. The public use file classifies their response as inapplicable.
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JE0180.

What types of injuries did you suffer from [this incident/any of these incidents]?
You may choose more than one answer.

*

Bruises, black eye, cuts, scratches, swelling, chipped teeth .....
Knocked unconscious ................................................................
Concussion ................................................................................
Internal injuries...........................................................................
Broken bones or teeth knocked out ...........................................
Gun shot, bullet wounds ............................................................
Knife or stab wounds .................................................................
Other ..........................................................................................

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

FILL FOR JE0180
"this incident" = only one incident (JE0130=1)
"any of these incidents" = More than one incident (JE0130>1) or
JE0130=don’t know or refused

JE0190.

Did you receive medical care as a result of any of these injuries?*
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2

JE0200.

Was this incident/Were any of these incidents) reported to a staff member,
counselor, teacher or someone else who could help you?

*

Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2

JE0210.

Has anything been done to stop this from happening again?*
Yes .......................................................... 1
No……………………………… ................ 2

JE0220.

Since you have been in this facility,✝ has anyone forced you to engage in sexual
activity?

*

Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2 (GO TO Counselor Screen)

JE0230.

How many times has this happened? Please enter a number.*
__________ [ENTER NUMBER]

✝

Highlighted words are "hotwords" in the ACASI. They appear in yellow font. Touching them on the screen brings up a definition that is both
displayed on the screen and read by the pre-recorded interviewer's voice. The definition for this hotword is: "The place where you are staying
today."
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JE0240.

Who did this to you? You may choose more than one answer.*
Another resident that I know ...................
Another resident that I do not know ........
A staff member of the facility...................
Someone else .........................................

JE0250

1
2
3
4

Was a weapon used to force or threaten you?*
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2 (GO TO JE0270)

JE0260.

What kind of weapon was involved in [this incident/these incidents]? You may
choose more than one answer.

*

Blunt object, like a rock or club ..................................................
Knife ...........................................................................................
Sharp object, other than a knife, like scissors or a pencil ..........
Gun ............................................................................................
Something else ..........................................................................

JE0270.

1
2
3
4
5

Did this person put any part of their body inside you?*
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2

JE0280.

Other than the sexual assault, did you have any injuries as a result of [this
incident/any of these incidents]?

*

Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2 (GO TO JE0310)

FILL FOR JE0280
"this incident" = only one incident (JE0230=1)
"any of these incidents" = More than one incident (JE0230>1) or
JE0230=don’t know or refused

JE0290.

What types of injuries did you suffer from [this incident/any of these incidents]?
You may choose more than one answer.

*

Bruises, black eye, cuts, scratches, swelling, chipped teeth .....
Knocked unconscious ................................................................
Concussion ................................................................................
Internal injuries...........................................................................
Broken bones or teeth knocked out ...........................................
Gun shot, bullet wounds ............................................................
Knife or stab wounds .................................................................
Other ..........................................................................................
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

JE0300.

Did you receive medical care as a result of any of these injuries?*
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2

JE0310.

(Was this incident/Were any of these incidents) reported to a staff member,
*
counselor, teacher or someone else who could help you?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No…………………………………… ......... 2

JE0320.

Has anything been done to stop this from happening again?*
Yes .......................................................... 1
No……………………………………… ..... 2

Counselor Screen (Display to ALL youth): If you have experienced physical or sexual abuse we urge
you to report this to someone in the facility or to a counselor outside the facility by calling the 1-800
number on the consent form that will be given to you at the end of this interview. This counselor is
prepared to talk to you about situations like this and to help you figure out how to deal with them.

JE0330.

While you are in this facility,✝ how afraid are you of being physically attacked by
another resident?
Not at all afraid ........................................ 1
Somewhat afraid ..................................... 2
Very afraid............................................... 3

JE0340.

While you are in this facility,✝ how afraid are you of being physically attacked by a
staff member?
Not at all afraid ........................................ 1
Somewhat afraid ..................................... 2
Very afraid............................................... 3

JE0350.

How afraid are you of being physically attacked by someone coming into this
facility✝ from the outside?
Not at all afraid ........................................ 1
Somewhat afraid ..................................... 2
Very afraid............................................... 3

JE0360.

Since you’ve been here, have there been fights inside this facility✝ ?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2 (GO TO JE0380)

✝

Highlighted words are "hotwords" in the ACASI. They appear in yellow font. Touching them on the screen brings up a definition that is both
displayed on the screen and read by the pre-recorded interviewer's voice. The definition for this hotword is: "The place where you are staying
today."
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JE0370.

Have you been involved in any fights in this facility✝ ?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2

JE0380.

*

Are there gangs in this facility✝ ?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2 (GO TO JE0430)

JE0390.

*

Have there been fights in this facility✝ that involved rival gangs ?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2

JE0400.

*

Are you a member of a gang in this facility✝ ?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2 (GO TO JE0430)

JE0410.

*

Do you feel pressured to do things with the gang that you normally wouldn’t do?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2

JE0420.

*

Do you think you are safer inside this facility✝ if you belong to a gang ?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2

Next, we’d like to ask you about when you were living with your family or in another household. These
questions are about grown-ups who take care of you, like parents, babysitters, adults who live with you or
others who watch you.

JE0430.

When you were living with your family or in another household, did a grown-up in
your life hit, beat, kick, or physically abuse you in any way?

*

Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2 (GO TO JE0480)
JE0440.

How many times did this happen to you? *
1 time ...................................................... 1
2 times .................................................... 2
3 to 10 times ........................................... 3

✝

*

Highlighted words are "hotwords" in the ACASI. They appear in yellow font. Touching them on the screen brings up a definition that is both
displayed on the screen and read by the pre-recorded interviewer's voice. The definition for this hotword is: "The place where you are staying
today."
The definition for this hotword is: ""Groups of people who stick together in a neighborhood or in a facility that have their own leaders and
rules."
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More than 10 times ................................. 4

JE0450.

Were you injured as a result of [this incident/any of these incidents]?*
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2 (GO TO JE0470)

FILL FOR JE0450 and JE0460
"this incident" = only one incident (JE0440=1)
"any of these incidents" = More than one incident (JE0440>1) or
JE0440=don’t know or refused

JE0460.

What types of injuries did you suffer from [this incident/any of these incidents]?
You may choose more than one answer.

*

Bruises, black eye, cuts, scratches, swelling, chipped teeth .....
Knocked unconscious ................................................................
Concussion ................................................................................
Internal injuries...........................................................................
Broken bones or teeth knocked out ...........................................
Knife or stab wounds .................................................................
Other ..........................................................................................
JE0470.

Who did this? You may choose more than one answer. *
Your brother or sister .................................................................
Your father or step-father ...........................................................
Your mother or step-mother .......................................................
A foster parent ...........................................................................
Your mother’s boyfriend .............................................................
Your father’s girlfriend ................................................................
Other adult living in your home ..................................................
Other ..........................................................................................

JE0480.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

While you were living with your family or in another household did you ever get
scared or feel really bad because grown-ups called you names, said mean things
to you, or said they didn’t want you?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2 (GO TO JE0510)

JE0490.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

How many times did this happen to you?
1 time ......................................................
2 times ....................................................
3 to 10 times ..........................................
More than 10 times .................................
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1
2
3
4

JE0500.

Who did this? You may choose more than one answer.
Your brother or sister .................................................................
Your father or step-father ...........................................................
Your mother or step-mother .......................................................
A foster parent ...........................................................................
Your mother’s boyfriend .............................................................
Your father’s girlfriend ................................................................
Other adult living in your home ..................................................

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Other ........................................................................................... 8

JE0510.

While you were living with your family or in another household did a grown-up
ever touch your private parts when you didn’t want them to, or make you touch
*
their private parts?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No……………………………………… ..... 2 (GO TO JE0560)

JE0520.

How many times did this happen to you? *
1 time ......................................................
2 times ....................................................
3 to 10 times ...........................................
More than 10 times .................................

JE0530.

1
2
3
4

Were you injured as a result of [this incident/any of these incidents]?*
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2 (GO TO JE0550)

FILL FOR JE0530 and JE0540
"this incident" = only one incident (JE0520=1)
"any of these incidents" = More than one incident (JE0520>1) or
JE0520=don’t know or refused

JE0540.

What types of injuries did you suffer from [this incident/any of these incidents]?
You may choose more than one answer.

*

Bruises, black eye, cuts, scratches, swelling, chipped teeth .....
Knocked unconscious ................................................................
Concussion ................................................................................
Internal injuries...........................................................................
Broken bones or teeth knocked out ...........................................
Gun shot, bullet wounds ............................................................
Knife or stab wounds .................................................................
Other ..........................................................................................
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

JE0550.

Who did this? You may choose more than one answer. *
Your brother or sister .................................................................
Your father or step-father ...........................................................
Your mother or step-mother .......................................................
A foster parent ...........................................................................
Your mother’s boyfriend .............................................................
Your father’s girlfriend ................................................................
Other adult living in your home ..................................................
An adult you did not know ..........................................................
Other ..........................................................................................

JE0560.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

While you were living with your family or in another household did a grown-up
ever force you to have sex?

*

Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2 (GO TO Box J1)

JE0570.

How many times did this happen to you?*
1 time ......................................................
2 times ....................................................
3 to 10 times ...........................................
More than 10 times .................................

JE0580.

1
2
3
4

Other than the sexual assault, were you injured as a result of [this incident/any of
these incidents]?

*

Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2 (GO TO JE0600)

FILL FOR JE0580 and JE0590
"this incident" = only one incident (JE0570=1)
"any of these incidents" = More than one incident (JE0570>1) or
JE0570=don’t know or refused

JE0590.

What types of injuries did you suffer from [this incident/any of these incidents]?
You may choose more than one answer.

*

Bruises, black eye, cuts, scratches, swelling, chipped teeth .....
Knocked unconscious ................................................................
Concussion ................................................................................
Internal injuries...........................................................................
Broken bones or teeth knocked out ...........................................
Knife or stab wounds .................................................................
Other ..........................................................................................
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

JE0600.

Who did this to you? You may choose more than one answer. *
Your brother or sister .................................................................
Your father or step-father ...........................................................
Your mother or step-mother .......................................................
A foster parent ...........................................................................
Your mother’s boyfriend .............................................................
Your father’s girlfriend ................................................................
Other adult living in your home ..................................................
An adult you did not know ..........................................................
Other ..........................................................................................

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

BOX J1
IF JE0510 or JE0560=1, GO TO JE0610. ELSE GO TO Section K

JE0610.

Did this person put any part of their body inside you?*
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2
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K: Prior Convictions
At the beginning of the interview we asked about the crime(s) that led to your stay here. Now we are
interested in knowing about any (other) crimes you may have been convicted of in the past. To do this we
are going to show you the five lists of crimes that we asked about earlier in the interview. When you
answer the questions, please do not include anything that you already told us about earlier in the
interview.
FILL FOR INTRO TO K:
CE0040,CE0110=1-7
CE0050,CE0120=1-7
CE0060,CE0130=1-7
CE0070,CE0140=1-7
CE0080,CE0150=1-7
If more than one crime reported fill “crimes”
If found guilty in CE0090(=1) and reported something in:
CE0110=1-7
CE0120=1-7
CE0130=1-7
CE0140=1-7
CE0150=1-7
OR
If reported something in:
CE0040=1-7
CE0050=1-7
CE0060=1-7
CE0070=1-7
CE0080=1-7
Then use the “other” listed above in parenthesis

KE0010.

Here is the first list. (Previously you told me that you had been convicted of (insert
crime)). Have you been convicted of any of the following crimes (at any other time
in your life)? You may choose more than one answer.
Violating curfew..........................................................................
Running away from home ..........................................................
Skipping school without an excuse ............................................
Using or having alcohol in your possession ...............................
None of the above…………………………………………………..
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1
2
3
4
95 (GO TO KE0030)

Use parenthesis and fill crimes if:
If CE0110=1-7 and CE0090(=1)
OR
CE0040=1-7 and CE0030=1
Fill “insert crime” with those reported from those checked for CE0110
and CE0040.

KE0020.

(Not counting the conviction that led to your stay here, how many other times/How
many times) have you been convicted of (list of crimes from KE0010)?
One time ....................................................................................
Two times...................................................................................
Three times ................................................................................
Four times ..................................................................................
Five or more times .....................................................................

KE0030.

1
2
3
4
5

Here is the second list. (Previously you told me that you had been convicted of
(insert crime)). Have you been convicted of any of the following crimes (at any
other time in your life)? You may choose more than one answer.
Selling drugs ............................................................................... . 1
Using or having an illegal drug in your possession ..................... . 2
None of the above....................................................................... 95 (GO TO KE0050)

Use parenthesis and fill crimes if:
If CE0120=1-7 and CE0090(=1)
OR
CE0050=1-7 and CE0030=1
Fill “insert crime” with those reported from those checked for CE0120
and CE0050.
KE0040.

(Not counting the conviction that led to your stay here, how many other times/How
many times) have you been convicted of (list of crimes from KE0030)?
One time ....................................................................................
Two times...................................................................................
Three times ................................................................................
Four times ..................................................................................
Five or more times .....................................................................
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1
2
3
4
5

Use “Not counting the conviction…” fill if:
If CE0120=1-7 and CE0090(=1)
OR
CE0050=1-7 and CE0030=1

KE0050.

Here is the third list. (Previously you told me that you had been convicted of
(insert crime)). Have you been convicted of any of the following crimes (at any
other time in your life)? You may choose more than one answer.
Using force or threat to get money or things from someone,
also known as robbery .........................................................................................
Attacking or hitting someone, also known as assault………………………………
Having or trying to have sexual relations with someone against their will ...........
Killing someone....................................................................................................
Kidnapping someone ..........................................................................................
None of the above................................................................................................
TO KE0090)

1
2
3
4
5
95 (GO

Use parenthesis and fill crimes if:
If CE0130=1-7 and CE0090(=1)
OR
CE0060=1-7 and CE0030=1
Fill “insert crime” with those reported from those checked for CE0130
and CE0060

KE0060.

(Not counting the conviction that led to your stay here, how many other times,/How
many times) have you been convicted of (list of crimes from KE0050)?
One time ....................................................................................
Two times...................................................................................
Three times ................................................................................
Four times ..................................................................................
Five or more times .....................................................................

Use “Not counting the conviction…” fill if:
If CE0130=1-7 and CE0090(=1)
OR
CE0060=1-7 and CE0030=1
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1
2
3
4
5

KE0070.

You said that you were convicted of (insert crimes from KE0050), did you have a
weapon during {this crime/any of these crimes}?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2

KE0080.

You said you were convicted of (insert crimes from KE0050, excluding murder),
was anyone injured during {this crime/any of these crimes}?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2

KE0090.

Here is the fourth list. (Previously you told me that you had been convicted of
(insert crime)). Have you been convicted of any of the following crimes (at any
other time in your life)? You may choose more than one answer.
Stealing or trying to steal a car or other motor vehicle ........................................
1
Taking a car or other motor vehicle for a drive without the owner’s permission ..
2
Breaking into a locked building to steal something, also known as
burglary. ...............................................................................................................
3
Stealing or trying to steal money or things, also known as theft. .........................
4
Purposely setting fire to a house, building, car or other property ........................
5
Purposely damaging or destroying property that did not belong to you ..............
6
None of the above................................................................................................ 95 (GO
TO KE0110)

Use parenthesis and fill crimes if:
If CE0140=1-7 and CE0090(=1)
OR
CE0070=1-7 and CE0030=1
Fill “insert crime” with those reported from those checked for CE0140
and CE0070

KE0100.

(Not counting the conviction that led to your stay here, how many other times/How
many times) have you been convicted of (list of crimes from KE0090)?
One time ....................................................................................
Two times...................................................................................
Three times ................................................................................
Four times ..................................................................................
Five or more times .....................................................................
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1
2
3
4
5

Use “Not counting the conviction…” fill if:
If CE0140=1-7 and CE0090(=1)
OR
CE0070=1-7 and CE0030=1

KE0110.

Here is the last list. (Previously you told me that you had been convicted of (insert
crime)). Have you been convicted of any of the following crimes (at any other time
in your life)? You may choose more than one answer.
Driving a car under the influence of alcohol or drugs...........................................
1
Being drunk in public............................................................................................
2
Carrying a weapon ...............................................................................................
3
Being paid for having sexual relations with someone ..........................................
4
Trespassing .........................................................................................................
5
Something else ……………………………………………………….. ......................
6
None of the above................................................................................................ 95 (GO
TO KE0130)

Use parenthesis and fill crimes if:
If CE0150=1-7 and CE0090(=1)
OR
CE0080=1-7 and CE0030=1
Fill “insert crime” with those reported from those checked for CE0150
and CE0080

KE0120.

(Not counting the conviction that led to your stay here, how many other times/How
many times) have you been convicted of (list of crimes from KE0110)?
One time ....................................................................................
Two times...................................................................................
Three times ................................................................................
Four times ..................................................................................
Five or more times .....................................................................

Use “Not counting the conviction…” fill if:
If CE0150=1-7 and CE0090(=1)
OR

CE0080=1-7 and CE0030=1
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1
2
3
4
5

KE0130.

*

You said you were taken into custody on (month/year). Before this time, had you
ever been put in a facility where you stayed overnight for getting into trouble with
the law?
Yes .......................................................... 1 (GO TO KE0140)
No ........................................................... 2 (GO TO Box K1)
FILL FOR KE0130
If CE0300=1 fill month/year with date reported in CE0320. Else fill
date reported in AE0050 or AE0060.

KE0140.

Not counting this time, how many times have you been put in a facility where you
stayed overnight for getting into trouble with the law? Please select the number.
One time ....................................................................................
Two times...................................................................................
Three times ................................................................................
Four times ..................................................................................
Five or more times .....................................................................

1
2
3
4
5

BOX K1
IF C2=1 (probation violator) GO TO Section L. ELSE GO TO
KE0150.

KE0150.

Have you ever been put on probation✝ ?
Yes .......................................................... 1
No ........................................................... 2

*

✝

Highlighted words are "hotwords" in the ACASI. They appear in yellow font. Touching them on the screen brings up a definition that is both
displayed on the screen and read by the pre-recorded interviewer's voice. The definition for this hotword is: "Being held by the legal system so
that you are not free to live at home."
The definition for this hotword is: "Living at home but having to report to someone in the legal system."
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L: Expectations for the Future
Now I’d like to ask you some questions about what you expect your life to be like in the future and how
you are planning for it.

LE0010.

Which of the following do you expect will happen in your life? You may select
more than one answer.
I will be married .......................................................................... 1
I will have children...................................................................... 2
I will have a steady job ............................................................... 3
None of the above...................................................................... 95

LE0020.

If you could go as far as you wanted to in school, how far would you go?
8th grade or less ........................................................................
Grade 9-11 .................................................................................
Graduate from high school.........................................................
Some college .............................................................................
Graduate from College...............................................................
Technical school ........................................................................
Graduate school, medical school, or law school ........................
Other ..........................................................................................

LE0030.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

How far do you think you actually will go?
8th grade or less ........................................................................
Grade 9-11 .................................................................................
Graduate from high school.........................................................
Some college .............................................................................
Graduate from College...............................................................
Technical school ........................................................................
Graduate school, medical school, or law school ........................
Other ..........................................................................................

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

BOX L1
IF LE0020=1,2,3 OR 4 AND LE0030 IS LESS THAN LE0020, GO TO
LE00400. ELSE GO TO LE0050.
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LE0040.

What might prevent you from completing more school? You may select more than
one reason.
Not interested in school ..........................
Financial problems ..................................
Transportation problems .........................
Must work full time ..................................
Schoolwork is too difficult........................
Can’t get into school ...............................
Health reasons ........................................
Family responsibilities .............................
Problems with drugs or the law ...............
Other .......................................................
None of the above...................................

LE0050.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
95

How likely is it that you will commit a crime within 12 months after you are
released?
I definitely will commit a crime ................
I probably will commit a crime .................
I probably will not commit a crime ...........
I definitely will not commit a crime ..........

1
2
3
4

BOX L2
IF ANY CRIMES ARE REPORTED IN:
CE0040 or CE0110 = 1-6
CE0050 or CE0120 = 1-3
CE0060 or CE0130 = 1-5
CE0070 or CE0140 = 1-6
CE0080 or CE0150 = 1-6
THEN GO TO LE0060
ELSE GO TO END.

LE0060.

You said that you have been (convicted of/accused of) (Insert Crimes). If you
committed the same crime(s) in the future, how likely do you think it is that you will
be arrested?
I definitely will be arrested.......................
I probably will be arrested .......................
I probably will not be arrested .................
I definitely will not be arrested.................
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1
2
3
4

FILL FOR LE0060
"convicted" = if CE0030=1 or CE0090 = 1, else use "accused of"
Insert Crimes = repeat all crimes reported in CE0040-CE0080 or
CE0110-CE0150 series
"crime" = only one crime committed (count crimes in CE0040-CE0080
series or CE0110-CE0150 series)
"crimes" = more than one crime committed (count crimes in CE0040CE0080 series or CE0110-CE0150 series)

LE0070.

If, in the future, you are arrested for committing (this crime/these crimes), how
likely do you think it is that you will be locked up?
I definitely will be locked up ....................
I probably will be locked up .....................
I probably will not be locked up ...............
I definitely will not be locked up ..............

1
2
3
4

FILL FOR LE0070
"crime" = only one crime committed (count crimes in CE0040-CE0080
series or CE0110-CE0150 series)
"crimes" = more than one crime committed (count crimes in CE0040CE0080 series or CE0110-CE0150 series)

LE0080.

If, in the future, the court decides that you are guilty of this crime, do you think
your punishment will be:
Less than what you have now....................................................
About the same punishment that you have now ........................
More punishment than what you have now ...............................

LE0090.

1
2
3

Have you made plans for any of the following things when you leave here? You
may choose more than one answer.
Finding a job .............................................................................. 1
Setting goals .............................................................................. 2
Finding a place to live ................................................................ 3
Going to school .......................................................................... 4
Getting alcohol or drug treatment .............................................. 5
None of the above...................................................................... 95
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LE0100.

What do you think your strengths are? You may choose more than one answer.
Working with people................................................................... 1
Working with your hands............................................................ 2
Writing ........................................................................................ 3
Sports......................................................................................... 4
Math ........................................................................................... 5
Science ...................................................................................... 6
Working with computers............................................................. 7
Art .............................................................................................. 8
Music.......................................................................................... 9
Dance......................................................................................... 10
Something else .......................................................................... 11

LE0110.

Are you able to participate in any activities in this facility✝ that use these
strengths?
Yes .............................................................................................
No ..............................................................................................

1
2

End Screen (Display to ALL Youth): If anything in this interview has upset you, you can talk to a
counselor by calling the 1-800 number on the consent form that will be given to you at the end of this
interview. The facility has agreed that youth who participate in this interview will be granted a private
telephone call with a counselor at your request. You won’t have to give your name or the name of this
facility when you call.

✝

Highlighted words are "hotwords" in the ACASI. They appear in yellow font. Touching them on the screen brings up a definition that is both
displayed on the screen and read by the pre-recorded interviewer's voice. The definition for this hotword is: "The place where you are staying
today."
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